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Abstract— Many sensor network applications require the
tracking and the surveillance of target objects. However, it is
generally assumed that the whole target object can be monitored
by a sensor in case the target falls within its sensing range.
Unfortunately, this assumption may not be realistic in case the
target object is a large one, and each sensor can only monitored
a certain portion of the perimeter of the target object. The
coverage problem which aims at monitoring the whole perimeter
of the target object is known as perimeter coverage problem.
Previously, we have developed distributed algorithms to find
the minimum set of sensors and the set of sensors with the
minimum cost to monitor the target. Unfortunately, no known
polynomial time optimal solution exists in a practical scenario.
Hence, our previously proposed algorithms failed to find the
optimal solutions anymore. In this paper, we show that by
modifying our previously proposed algorithms, approximation
solutions to these problems are found.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks have caught lots of attentions
in recent years because applications that are too dangerous
for humans to operate are expected to be performed by
wireless sensor networks easily. Examples of such applica-
tions include environmental monitoring, industrial control,
battlefield surveillance, home automation and security, health
monitoring, and asset tracking [1], [2], [3]. In monitoring
applications, small battery-powered sensor nodes are deployed
in a large scale. Each sensor node is equipped with some
sensing equipment, e.g., a video camera, which can be used
to sense the environment up to a certain sensing range. Thus,
each sensor can only cover a limited physical area, and sensors
usually cooperate to achieve a certain monitoring objective.
The monitoring objective is usually transformed to a coverage
problem.

In wireless sensor networks, there are two common moni-
toring objectives suggested and widely studied. They are area
coverage [4], [5] and target coverage [6], [7]. Area coverage
refers to the cover of a certain target area, so that any changes
within the target area can be discovered immediately, and an
appropriate action can then be made on time. For instance,
a sudden increase in temperature in a monitored forest area
may represent a possible fire. Target coverage refers to the
cover of one or more target objects within the area considered.
For instance, in an art gallery, several invaluable artpieces are
monitored instead of the whole gallery.

However, we are specifically interested in a scenario in
which the perimeter of a large target object is our main con-
cern. This is known as perimeter coverage problem. Perimeter

coverage problem was first known to be studied by Chow et.
al. [8]. In [8], Chow et. al. aim at finding the set of sensors
to cover the target object with the minimum size, denoted as
the minimum cover (MC). By using MC to monitor the target
object, the energy expenditure is minimal. In [9], Chow et.
al. further extend the problem so as to find the set of sensors
to cover the target object with the minimum cost, denoted
as the minimum cost cover (MCC). As shown in [10], by
adopting different energy-related cost metrics, using MCC to
monitor the target object maybe more effective in maximizing
the network lifetime than that of using MC.

In fact, the minimum cover (MC) problem is very similar to
the circle-cover problem [11], [12], [13], [14] in the circular-
arc graphs, while the minimum cost cover (MCC) problem is
very similar to the weighted circle-cover problem [12], [15],
[16], [17]. Unfortunately, these works considered a centralized
environment and their proposed algorithms cannot be directly
applied to the wireless sensor network scenario which is
distributed in nature. To the best of our knowledge, Chow et.
al. [8], [9] were the first to propose distributed algorithms to
solve these problems. Previously, we have extended the works
of [8] and [9] by further proposing two distributed algorithms
to find the minimum cover (MC) in [18] and the minimum cost
cover (MCC) in [19] with reduced message overheads. On the
other hand, Chow et. al. [8], [9] only consider a situation
in which a sensor has a single sensing level, denoted as the
fixed sensing range technique. However, it has been shown
in a number of studies that a sensor can adjust its sensing
range to several sensing levels in which the longer the range,
the higher will be the cost in terms of energy [7], [6], [20],
[21], [22], [23] or data accuracy [24], [25]. Due to this reason,
in [19], we further proposed an algorithm so as to find the
minimum cost cover (MCC) in which a sensor can adjust in
real-time to one of the several existing sensing levels, denoted
as the adjustable sensing range technique. In [19], we have
demonstrated through extensive simulations that the cost of
cover found by using the adjustable sensing range technique
is smaller than that of using the fixed sensing range technique.

Generally speaking, the algorithms proposed in [8], [9],
[18], [19], regardless of using the fixed or the adjustable
sensing range technique, work as long as the sensors can
cover a single continuous portion of the perimeter of the target
object and the perimeter of the target object forms a loop.
Unfortunately, in a practical scenario, some special situations
may exist. For instance, the irregularity of the sensing area of
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Fig. 1. A practical scenario.

a sensor or the existence of some long convex and concave
parts on the perimeter of the target object similar to that
shown in Figure 1. Under these special situations, a sensor
may cover multiple continuous portions of the perimeter on
the target object instead of a single continuous portion which is
assumed in [8], [9], [18], [19]. In this paper, we are specifically
interested in these special situations and we collectively call
these special situations as a practical scenario. First, we
modify the algorithms proposed in [8], [9], [18], [19] to
achieve the approximation solutions with the use of fixed
sensing range technique. Last but not least, we further show
that an approximation solution is modified from the algorithm
proposed in [19] with the use of the adjustable sensing range
technique.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II,
we consider the practical scenario with the use of the fixed
sensing range technique. First, the network model that we
consider will be discussed in Section II-A. Then, the problem
statement will be followed in Section II-B. Afterwards, we
describe an approximation solution with a formal proof in
Section II-C. On the other hand, we further consider the
practical scenario with the use of the adjustable sensing range
technique in Section III. In this case, the network model
and the problem statement will be explained in Section III-
A and in Section III-B, respectively. Again, we describe an
approximation solution with a formal proof in Section III-C.
Finally, some concluding remarks and possible future work
are given in Section IV.

II. FIXED SENSING RANGE SCENARIO

A. Network Model

Without loss of generality, we denote the set of sensors that
can cover at least a portion of the perimeter of the target object
as S. On the other hand, the size of the network is denoted
N = |S|.

1) Cover Range and Cover Range Instance: The perimeter
of the big object to be monitored can be in any irregular shape
as long as it forms a loop. The portion that a sensor can cover
is the cover range of the sensor. How a sensor determines the
range is application dependent, and is outside the scope of this
paper. Interested readers are referred to [26], [27], [28].

In a practical scenario, it is possible for a sensor to have
multiple cover ranges as illustrated in Figure 2. In this case, we
regard each cover range of a sensor i as a cover range instance
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Fig. 2. A sensor node i with two cover range instances i.1 and i.2 on the
perimeter of the target object.

of i, denote as i.a. Here, we denote the set of all possible cover
range instances of all sensors in S as SI . Therefore, i.a ∈ SI .
Refer to the example in Figure 2, Sensor i has two cover
range instances i.1 and i.2 in which i.1 covers [si.1, ti.1] and
i.2 covers [si.2, ti.2].

2) Covers, Minimum Cover, and Minimum Cost Cover:
A subset of sensors D ⊆ S is a cover if for each angle
γ ∈ [0◦, 360◦), there exists a sensor i ∈ D with a cover
range instance i.a such that γ ∈ [si.a, ti.a]. In other words,⋃
{i.a∈SI |i∈D}[si.a, ti.a] = [0◦, 360◦).
Figure 3 illustrates a scenario of 6 sensors surrounding a

target object. Each arrow represents a cover range instance
of a node. Each sensor i is associated with a cost f(i). In
Figure 3, the number in circle represents the cost of each node.
The cost of a cover D, f(D), is the total cost of the sensors
in the cover, that is, f(D) =

∑
i∈D f(i). In the figure, the

sets {2, 3, 5}, {1, 2, 4, 6}, and {1, 2, 4, 5} are all valid covers.
The costs of the covers are 9, 9 and 8, respectively. The cost
of a sensor depends on the sensor application considered. It
can be the number of hops from the sensor to a sink [8], or
the remaining battery of a sensor [10], etc.
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Fig. 3. An example.

Minimum Cover (MC) is a set of sensors with the smallest
size which preserves the entire perimeter. Formally, C is a
minimum cover if |C| ≤ |D| for every cover D. In Figure 3,
{2, 3, 5} is a minimum cover. In fact, minimum cover is not
necessarily unique.

Minimum Cost Cover (MCC) is a cover with minimum cost
among all covers. Formally, M is a minimum cost cover if



f(M) ≤ f(D) for every cover D ⊆ S. For example, in
Figure 3, {1, 2, 4, 5} is a minimum cost cover, and the cost of
the cover is 8.

3) Instance Covers, Minimum Instance Cover, and Min-
imum Instance Cost Cover: Previously, we have defined
Covers, Minimum Cover, and Minimum Cost Cover in terms of
sensors. Here, we further extend the definitions to instances
and we set each instance of a sensor to be associated with
the cost the same as that of the sensor. We use g(•) to
denote the cost of a cover range instance i.a ∈ SI , i.e.,
g(i.a ∈ SI) = f(i ∈ S).

A subset of cover range instances DI ⊆ SI is an instance
cover if for each angle γ ∈ [0◦, 360◦), there exists a cover
range instance i.a ∈ DI such that γ ∈ [si.a, ti.a]. In other
words,

⋃
i.a∈SI

[si.a, ti.a] = [0◦, 360◦). The cost of an instance
cover DI , g(DI), is the total cost of the instances in the
cover. Refer to Figure 2, {2.1, 3.1, 5.1}, {1.2, 2.2, 4.1, 6.1},
and {1.2, 2.2, 4.1, 5.1, 2.1} are valid instance covers with costs
9, 9, and 10.

Minimum Instance Cover (MIC) is a set of cover range
instances with the smallest size which preserves the entire
perimeter. In Figure 3, {2.1, 3.1, 5.1} is a minimum instance
cover. Minimum Instances Cost Cover (MICC) is an instance
cover with the minimum cost among all the instance covers.
In Figure 3, {2.1, 3.1, 5.1} is also a minimum instance cost
cover and the corresponding cost is 9.

4) Neighbors, Backward Neighbors, and Forward Neigh-
bors: Two nodes are neighbors if their cover ranges overlap.
With the assumption that the communication range is twice of
the sensing range, each node can communicate directly with
neighbors only. It is possible that an instance of j with cover
range [sj.a1 , tj.a1 ] completely contains an instance of i with
cover range [si.a2 , ti.a2 ] like 2.2 and 3.1 in Figure 3. When two
instances from different sensors have overlapping cover ranges
and none of them is contained in the other, one of them is a
backward neighbor and the other is a forward neighbor. i.a1

is a backward neighbor of j.a2, and j.a2 is a forward neighbor
of i.a1 if si.a1 < sj.a2 < ti.a1

1. Refer to Figure 3, instances
1.2 and 2.1 are forward neighbors of instance 6.1, while
instances 4.1 and 5.1 are backward neighbors of instances
6.1. As instance 2.2 is completely contained in instance 3.1,
they are not backward and forward neighbors of each other. It
is worth noting that 2.2 and 3.1 would not appear together in
the same minimum instance cost cover.

B. Problem Statement

In this paper, we aim at developing a distributed approx-
imation algorithm to find the minimum cover (MC) (or the
minimum cost cover (MCC)) in a practical scenario. Each
sensor i ∈ S has multiple cover ranges instances i.a ∈ SI

with the corresponding cover range [si.a, ti.a]. Sensor i ∈ S
can only communicate with Sensor j ∈ S who has a cover
range instance with the cover range overlapping with that of

1This applies when both i.a1 and j.a2 do not cover 0◦. The definition can
be extended easily to ranges that cover 0◦ but we leave it out for the ease of
discussion.

a cover range instance of i. In this case, when the algorithm
terminates, i can determine whether it is included in the MC
(or in the MCC).

C. Approximation algorithms

Since no known polynomial time solution exists to solve
the problem of finding MC (MCC) in a practical scenario,
this justifies us to look for an approximation solution to
solve the problem. We know that the distributed algorithm
proposed in [18] ([19]) can find MC (MCC) in the network
in a non-practical scenario with O(|MC|) (O(N)) number of
messages. Here, we modify the algorithms proposed in [18]
([19]) as followings:
• Consider each instance of a sensor i.a ∈ SI as a node in

the network with cover range [si.a, ti.a].
• Every sensor i ∈ S has to send and receive messages on

behalf of its instances i.a ∈ SI .
Since the input is SI instead of S, the modified algorithm
based on [18] ([19]), denoted as DMIC (DMICC) algo-
rithm, finds MIC (MICC) instead. On the other hand, we
know that the modifications aforementioned do not change
the correctness of the distributed algorithm which is proved
in [18] ([19]). However, this results in a distributed algorithm
with O(|MIC|) (O(t×N ), where t is the maximum number
of instances per sensor.) number of messages to find MIC
(MICC) instead. Now, we still need to prove that the modified
algorithms are approximation algorithms. They are shown in
Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, respectively.

Lemma 1 DMIC algorithm finds a t-approximation solution,
where t is the maximum number of instances per sensor.

Proof:
We know that MIC found by DMIC algorithm includes the
minimum number of cover range instances that can preserve
the entire perimeter. We know that each sensor can have t
cover range instances at most. Suppose all the instances of
the sensors in an MC forms an instance cover, denote as
MCI . We know that |MCI | = |MC| × t. On the other hand,
we know that |MIC| is the cover with the minimum number
of cover range instances, i.e, |MIC| ≤ |MCI |. By assuming
that all the instances in MIC comes from all different sensors
and the corresponding set of sensors is denoted as MICS ,
|MICS | = |MIC|. Hence, |MICS | = |MIC| ≤ |MC| × t.
Therefore, |MICS |

|MC| ≤ t. This proves that DMIC algorithm
which finds MIC results in a solution with the total number
of sensors not more than O(t) that of an algorithm that finds
MC. ¤

Lemma 2 DMICC algorithm finds a t-approximation solu-
tion, where t is the maximum number of instances per sensor.

Proof:
We know that MICC found by DMICC algorithm is the set
of instances that can cover the perimeter with the minimum
cost. We know that each sensor can have t cover range



instances at most. Suppose all the instances of the sensors in
MCC forms an instance cover, denote as MCCI . We know
that |MCCI | = |MCC| × t and g(MCCI) = f(MCC)× t.
On the other hand, we know that MICC is the cover with the
minimum instances cost cover, i.e, g(MICC) ≤ g(MCCI).
We further assume that all the instances in MICC come from
all different sensors, and the corresponding set of sensors
forming MICC is denoted as MICCS . i.e., g(MICC) =
f(MICCS). In this case, g(MICC) = f(MICCS) ≤
f(MCC) × t. Therefore, f(MICCS)

f(MCC) ≤ t. This proves that
DMICC algorithm which finds MICC results in an solution
with the cost not more than O(t) that of an algorithm that finds
MCC. ¤

III. ADJUSTABLE SENSING RANGE SCENARIO

In [19], we also discuss that the costs of the cover can
be further reduced by applying the adjustable sensing range
technique in which a smaller sensing range generally results
in a smaller cost in terms of energy [7] or data accuracy [25].
Since no known polynomial time optimal solution exists to
find MCC with the use of the fixed sensing range (i.e., single
sensing level) in a practical scenario, no known polynomial
time optimal solution exists to find MCC with the use of
the adjustable sensing range technique (i.e., multiple sensing
levels). In this section, we would discuss an approximation so-
lution for finding MCC under the aforementioned conditions.

A. Network Model

Each sensor can adjust its sensing range to different levels.
Different sensors have different numbers of levels and different
sets of sensing ranges. Recall that S denotes the set of sensors
in the network. A sensor i ∈ S can adjust its sensing range
to r. In [19], we represent this as a sensing range instance
i.r in the network, and we denote the set of all sensing
range instances as S′. To avoid ambiguity, we will use the
term “sensing range level” to replace the term “sensing range
instance”, and we will use the term “instance” interchangeable
with the term “cover range instance” in this literature.

In a practical scenario, each sensing range level of Sensor
i ∈ S, i.e., i.r ∈ S′, may have different numbers of cover
range instances in the network. Therefore, we denote the cover
range instance as i.{r, a} in which, i.r represents a sensing
range level of Sensor i and i.{r, a} represents a cover range
instance of the sensing range level i.r. Here, we assume that
the maximum sensing range level has t cover range instances at
most. The set of all possible cover range instances formed from
all sensing range levels of the sensors is denoted as S′I . The
cover range of an instance i.{r, a} ∈ S′I is [si.{r,a}, ti.{r,a}]
and the cost of the instance g(i.{r, a}) is f(i.r). Here, we
use f(•) to denote the cost function of the sensing range
level, and g(•) to denote the cost function of the instance.
Under the adjustable sensing range environment, forward and
backward neighbors concept defined in Section II-A.4 applies
to the cover range instances.

Given a cover I , if i.r ∈ I , i.r′ 6∈ I for all possible sensing
ranges r′ 6= r of Sensor i. The cost of a cover I , f(I), is

the total cost of the sensing range levels in the cover, that
is, f(I) =

∑
i.r∈I f(i.r). Suppose D denotes the set of all

possible covers. MCC ⊆ D, such that ∀I ⊆ D, f(MCC) ≤
f(I). On the other hand, for an instance cover I ′, if i.{r, a1} ∈
I ′, i.{r′, a2} 6∈ I ′ for all possible sensing ranges r′ 6= r of
Sensor i, while i.{r, a1} and i.{r′, a2} are any instances of
sensing range level i.r and i.r′, respectively. Similar to that
of the fixed sensing range scenario, we denote the cost of the
instance, i.e., g(i.{r, a}) the same as that of the cost of the
sensing range level, i.e., f(i.r). In this case, the cost of an
instance cover I ′, g(I ′), is the total cost of the instances in
the cover, that is, g(I ′) =

∑
i.{r,a}∈I′ g(i.{r, a}). Suppose D

denotes the set of all possible instance covers. MICC ⊆ D,
such that ∀I ′ ⊆ D, g(MICC) ≤ g(I ′).

B. Problem Statement

In this scenario, our goal is to develop a distributed ap-
proximation algorithm in which a sensor i ∈ S can identify
whether any of its sensing range level i.r ∈ S′ is included in
the MCC.

C. An approximation algorithm

In [19], a distributed algorithm has been proposed to find
MCC with the use of the adjustable sensing range technique
based on Property 1.

Property 1 Suppose that r and r′ are two different sensing
ranges of i where i ∈ S. If r < r′, then i.r is contained inside
i.r′.

Property 1 shows that the sensing range level of Sensor i
with the smaller sensing range is contained inside the sensing
range level of the same sensor with the larger sensing range.
This property is illustrated in Figure 4. In fact, Property 1
extends naturally to Property 2 in a practical scenario.
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Fig. 4. Adjustable Sensing Range Example

Property 2 Suppose that r and r′ are two different sensing
ranges of i where i ∈ S. If r < r′, then for all the instances
i.{r, a1} of the sensing range level i.r, there exists i.{r′, a2}
that contains i.{r, a1}, where i.{r′, a2} is a cover range
instance of i.r′.
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Fig. 5. Adjustable Sensing Range Example under Practical Scenario

Property 2 shows that a cover range instance of Sensor i
with the smaller sensing range r is contained in one of the
cover range instance of node i with the larger sensing range
r′. This property is illustrated in Figure 5.

We know that the distributed algorithm proposed in [19]
can find MCC in the network with the use of the adjustable
sensing range technique in a non-practical scenario with
O(number of sensing levels ×N) number of messages. Here,
we modify the algorithms proposed in [19] as follows:
• Consider each cover range instance of a sensing range

level of a sensor i.{r, a} ∈ S′I as a node in the network
with cover range [si.{r,a}, ti.{r,a}].

• Every sensor i ∈ S has to send and receive messages on
behalf of its sensing range levels’ cover range instance
i.{r, a} ∈ S′I .

• If there exist instances i.{r, a1} and i.{r′, a2} of sensor
i with different sensing ranges r and r′ in the MICC,
where neither i.{r, a1} nor i.{r′, a2} is contained inside
one another, then Sensor i adjusts its sensing range to r′

if r′ > r. Otherwise, Sensor i adjusts to r.
• After each sensor in the cover adjusts to an appropriate

sensing range, the instance cover found is denoted as
MICC ′.

Since the input is S′I instead of S′, the modified algo-
rithm based on [19], denoted as ADMICC algorithm, finds
MICC ′ instead. On the other hand, we know that the modi-
fications aforementioned do not change the correctness of the
distributed algorithm which is proved in [19]. However, this
results in a distributed algorithm with O(number of sensing
levels ×t × N ) number of messages to find MICC ′. Now,
we still need to prove that the modified algorithm is an
approximation algorithm. This is shown in Lemma 3.

Lemma 3 ADMICC algorithm finds a t-approximation solu-
tion, where t is the maximum number of instances per sensor.

Proof:
We know that MICC found is the set of cover range instances
that can cover the perimeter with the minimum cost. We
know that the maximum sensing range level of a sensor
has t cover range instances at most. Suppose all the cover
range instances of the sensing range levels involved in MCC
form an instance cover, denoted as MCCI . We know that
|MCCI | = |MCC| × t and g(MCCI) = f(MCC)× t.

On the other hand, we know that MICC is the cover
with the minimum instances cost cover, i.e, g(MICC) ≤
g(MCCI). We further assume that all the instances in MICC
come from all different sensing range levels, and the cor-
responding set of sensing range levels forming MICC is
denoted as MICCS , i.e., g(MICC) = f(MICCS). We
know that MICC is possible to contain instances i.{r, a1} and
i.{r′, a2} of the sensing range levels i.r and i.r′ of Sensor i,
where neither i.{r, a1} nor i.{r′, a2} is contained inside one
another. In this case, Sensor i adjusts to the longer sensing
range as suggested by the above modifications. Without loss
of generality, we assume r < r′. By Property 2, we know
that an instance i.{r, a1} of sensing range level i.r must be
contained inside one of the instance of the sensing range level
i.r′, denoted as i.{r′, a3}. By replacing all the i.{r, a1} in
MICC to i.{r′, a3}, a new instance cover is formed, denoted
as MICC ′, and the corresponding set of sensing range levels
inside MICC ′ is denoted as MICC ′S . Since g(i.{r′, a3}) >
g(i.{r, a1}), we know that g(MICC ′) > g(MICC). Recall
that the instance i.{r′, a2} is included in MICC. Hence,
the sensing range level i.r′ has already been included in
MICCS . Therefore, adjusting the sensing range from r to
r′ will only lead to the removal of i.r in MICC ′S . So,
f(MICC ′S) < f(MICCS). As a result, we can conclude that
g(MICC ′) > g(MICC) = f(MICCS) > f(MICC ′S).

In this case, we know that f(MICC ′S) < g(MICC) =
f(MICCS) ≤ f(MCC)× t. Therefore, f(MICC′S)

f(MCC) ≤ t. This
proves that ADMICC algorithm which finds MICC ′ will
result in an solution with the cost not more than O(t) that of
an algorithm that finds MCC. ¤

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we focus on the perimeter coverage problem in
which multiple sensors are expected to collaborate to monitor
the whole perimeter of a large target object with the minimum
size and the minimum cost. Previously, we have proposed
distributed algorithms to solve these problems in O(size of
the minimum cover) and O(size of the network) number of
messages. Unfortunately, no known polynomial time solution
exists in a practical scenario. In this work, we modify our pre-
viously proposed algorithms so that distributed approximation
solutions can be found regardless of the use of the fixed or the
adjustable sensing range techniques. We formally prove that
the modified algorithms find t-approximation solutions on the
problems, where t is the maximum number of cover range
instances per sensor. In the future, we plan to capture the
shapes of some important buildings as skeletons for modeling
irregular shape target objects. By doing so, the performances
of our proposed algorithms can be evaluated through extensive
simulations.
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